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If you are still struggling with how to deal with various PDF files, try this easy-to-use PDF editor! This PDF Editor & Converter integrates a variety of PDF editing functions, which can fully meet your work and study needs. It is your best work handheld office assistant.

ã€�Convert Images & Docs to PDF ã€‘
- Supports kinds of file formats to convert to PDF,such as image (JPEG, PNG, etc.) to PDF, single image to PDF output, and multiple images to be combined into PDF;
- Supports mutual convert between PDF and various other document formats (such as Word, Excel, PPT);

ã€�All-in-One PDF Editorã€‘
Merge PDF: Supports merging multiple pages, synthesizing multiple images into PDF, including merging multiple scanned files;
Split PDF: You can start splitting from any page, which is convenient for extracting or deleting some pages in the whole file; combined with the merge function, you can insert, adjust the order and other operations at any time;
PDF Compressor : compress the size to adapt to different file upload requirements;

ã€�Scan Images to Extract Textsã€‘
- After taking photo for the file page, it will automatically scan to generate a high-definition image file format (JEPG, PDF);
- Provide image and file editing optimization functions, you can manually adjust the orientation, crop size, overlay filters, etc., and apply effects in batches;
- Support one-click extraction of pictures or text in files to meet the needs of various work and life scenarios; (To improve the extraction effect of text or pictures, please try to shoot in sufficient light to ensure clear text and content.)

ã€�Barcode & QR Code Scannerã€‘
- Extremely fast QR code & barcode scanning tool for Android devices;
- Supports multiple formats, scans and decodes various information, including text information, product information, discount information, URL, contact information, geographic location, etc.;
- Auto focus recognition, only camera permission is required to protect privacy;
- Save scan records for easy record and search;

ã€�One Place for PDF Storageã€‘
- Supports local saving and downloading of original or edited files;
- A small PDF reader while VIP users can also store in the cloud according to their needs;
- Supports document classification to provide one-stop document editing and preservation;
- More features are under development, so stay tuned.
Updated on
Nov 22, 2023
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region, and age. The developer provided this information and may update it over time.[image: Icon image]No data shared with third partiesLearn more about how developers declare sharing
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January 22, 2024
The programmer expects consumers to pay him a salary week after week, month after month and year after year ad infinitum, for a type of software for which there are plenty of functionally superior alternatives available that can be bought instead of rented. Consequently, this milkingware has been replaced with a better competitor product and was subsequently uninstalled.
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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May 4, 2022
Doesn't work, even if it did: delete it, I have never seen an app of his type need have access to ALL files, any thing, this is a separate permission from the standard one to read files, I can only see this app being turned into malvare in the future, which is very common for pdf apps(which is why I was looking for one right now) on top of all of that it is filled to the brim with add between every task, menu, on top of this all again it doesn't even work, only the pdf read function works
3 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No




Pro Video Editor & Music Video Maker Photo Collage
May 10, 2022

Sorry for the bad experience, we have recorded your feedback, and our team will continue to improve the app.
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March 7, 2022
Cant convert files. I've been trying to open pdf files to be converted into document. But it is not showing anything, they just keep showing ads. Uninstalling.
90 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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What's new


-Easily convert images to PDF!
-Open any PDF directly from File Manager!
-Support filter function!
-Supports multiple languages!
-Faster loading for PDF files!
-Minor bugs fixed
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